Asymmetric somatic cell hybridization in plants. II. Electrophoretic analysis of radiation-induced DNA damage and repair following the exposure of sugarbeet (Beta vulgaris L.) protoplasts to UV and gamma rays.
As part of an investigation into whether it would be possible to use UV radiation as a suitable pretreatment of the donor cells in asymmetric hybridization experiments, the effects of this treatment on sugarbeet (Beta vulgaris L.) protoplast DNA have been determined and compared with those of gamma radiation. Both nuclear and mitochondrial DNAs have been examined. The dose ranges chosen had previously been determined to be potentially applicable for fusion experiments. Pulsed field gel electrophoresis and standard agarose gel electrophoresis have been used in combination with laser scanning densitometry to gain an insight into the precise nature and degree of DNA damage resulting from irradiation. It was observed that UV radiation introduced substantial modifications to sugarbeet DNA. Double-strand breaks were detected, the number of which was found to be directly proportional to the dose applied. Such breaks indicate that UV radiation results in substantial chromosome/chromatid fragmentation in these cells. Chemical modifications to the DNA structure could be revealed by a significant reduction in DNA hybridization to specific mitochondrial and nuclear DNA probes. Following gamma irradiation at equivalent biological doses (i.e. those just sufficient to prevent colony formation) much less damage was detected. Fewer DNA fragments were produced indicating the presence of fewer double-strand breaks in the DNA structure. In comparison to UV treatments, DNA hybridization to specific probes following gamma radiation was inhibited less. For both treatments, mitochondrial DNA appeared more sensitive to damage than nuclear DNA. The possibility that DNA repair processes might account for these differences has also been investigated. Results indicate either that repair processes are not involved in the effects observed or that DNA repair occurs so fast that it was not possible to demonstrate such involvement with the experimental system used. The general relevance of such processes to asymmetric cell hybridization is discussed.